1. **R-Number is issued**
   - Request safety training.
   - This facilitates your import into RRAMP.

2. **EHS Assigns Space(s) in RRAMP**
   - Complete and submit your RRAMP Risk Assessment for your area(s).
   - Waste determination
   - SOPs
   - Institutional Compliance Committee (ICC) applications and review

3. **EHS Follow-up**
   - Reviews RRAMP risk assessment
   - Risk assessment is packaged with waste determination forms, SOPs, and ICC applications.

4. **EHS Initial Survey of Areas**
   - Finding are corrected
   - Follow-up survey is conducted

5. **Laboratory Commissioning**
   - EHS assigns permits if they apply.
   - EHS posts signage specific for the work area.

Onboarding complete!
- Laboratory joins the prescribed survey cycle.